What is Veggie U A+?
Veggie U supports the view that children should learn first-hand and at a young age how the
food they eat gets to their plates and that nutritious food promotes healthy growth. While we
have been providing the Veggie U experience to special needs classrooms for many years,
some of our schools requested a more specialized program designed around the abilities of
their autistic students. While Veggie U A+ is designed for elementary-level students with
ASD, it can be used in lower-functioning middle school classes as well. We are also finding
Veggie U A+ to be suitable for students with a variety of learning abilities and diagnoses.
Veggie U A+ comes with all the components of Veggie U (a grow light, root viewers, seeds,
soils, containers, worms, funds for tasting veggies, etc.) but also includes a compressive
Teacher Guide with specially designed chapter books, activities and worksheets.
A Peak into the Veggie U A+ Teacher Guide
The Veggie U A+ Teacher Guide is divided into Five Field Guides or units:






Farmer Bob (All about Farms)
A Look at the Fields (Soil, Worms and Compost)
Plants (Planting and Growing Vegetables)
Healthy Choices (Nutrition and Practicing the MyPlate Model)
Harvest Party (Good Manners, Cooking and Preparing for a Party)

Each Field Guide contains:
 A 3-4 chapter, fully illustrated book (using SymbolStix characters) with a table of
contents
 Vocabulary words that support each chapter in the book
 Flexible lesson plans and directions for all activities, each labeled with the Common
Core and Ohio Extended Standards it covers
 Reproducible worksheets and activity sheets at a variety of learning levels, both verbal
and non-verbal
 A communication board with illustrations specifically designed to support the unit
 In addition, to the Teacher Guide, a DVD is included containing short videos that
augment the chapter books and demonstrate planting the garden and building your
worm farm.
All lessons are designed to be flexible so you can cover as much as your students need or
your schedule dictates. There are many activities within each lesson so you are able to choose
the most valuable for your students. While Veggie U A+ is a 5-6 week program, it can easily
be extended for as long as you wish.

A Chapter from Field Guide 3-Plants

Taking Care of Our Plants

Chapter Book - Field Guide 3
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The plant needs to grow big.
Chapter Book - Field Guide 3
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It needs light.
Chapter Book - Field Guide 3
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It needs the right amount of water. If the soil feels dry,
it needs water. If the soil feels sticky or damp, do not
give it any more water.
Chapter Book - Field Guide 3
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Too much water, can kill the plant.
Chapter Book - Field Guide 3
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Too little water will make the soil dry. If this happens for
a little while, it could cause a drought and kill the plant.
Chapter Book - Field Guide 3
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It needs the right temperature. Most plants like it to
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If we take care of our plants, then it will grow
and give us delicious vegetables.
Chapter Book - Field Guide 3
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Example of a Veggie U A+ Lesson Plans with Standards

Lessons for Plants, Chapter 1: Seeds
Vocabulary: review nutrient, germinate
Lesson Objective: The student will define vocabulary words related to chapter book.
Standards: CCCS: Informational Text 4,7

OES: RI.35.4,7

Materials: Vocabulary Cards, Vocabulary Worksheets, Word Walls
Lesson Procedure:
Please refer to the Vocabulary section in the Appendix for ideas and descriptions to be
performed throughout the Field Guide. It is best to complete the individual vocabulary
sheets as the word is introduced. Reviewing the words often is recommended throughout
the duration of the unit.

Introduction to Chapter 1: Seeds
Lesson Objectives: The student will state that seeds can germinate given the right
conditions.
Standards: CCCS: Informational Text 1,2,3,4,5,7
Speaking & Listening 1,2,3
OES: RI.35.1abc; RI.35. 2abc; RI.35.4abc; SL.35.1abc
Materials: Chapter 1, KWL Chart (See Appendix)
Lesson Procedure:






Optional: Give the review questions for Chapter 1 as a pre-assessment.
Discuss and utilize the table of contents.
Ask students what they know about seeds. Record on KWL chart.
Introduce and read Chapter 1, Seeds.
Review and record any new information on the KWL chart.

My Seed Observation
Lesson Objectives: The student will observe and describe traits of a seed.
Standards: CCCS: Informational Text 1,2,3,4,5,7
Speaking & Listening 1,2,3 Life Science 3
OES: RI.35.1abc; RI.35. 2abc; RI.35.4abc; SL.35.1abc; LS.35.3.abc

Materials: Chapter 1, My Seed Observation Activity Sheet, Ruler, Hand-held Magnifying
Glass, Seeds (a few seeds pulled from each of the eight seed packets included in kit)
Lesson Procedure:





Read and/or review Chapter 1, Seeds.
Pass out one seed to each student.
Have the students use a hand magnifying glass to observe and draw their findings.
Discuss what they see and how these traits help the seed to grow.

Planting Vegetables
Lesson Objectives: The student will plant vegetable seeds.
The student will go through the steps of the scientific method to
discover which seed will germinate first.
Standards: CCCS: Informational Text 1,2,3,4,5,7 Speaking & Listening 1,2,3 Life Science
3 OES: RI.35.1abc; RI.35. 2abc; RI.35.4abc; SL.35.1abc LS.35.3.abc
Materials: Chapter 1, DVD-Planting Your Seed Flats, Black Seed Trays, Potting Soil, Spinach,
Basil, Bok Choy, Mustard, Red Lettuce and Green Lettuce Seeds, Vermiculite, Plastic Bags
from Potting Soil, Veggie U Pencil (all form Kit), Ruler, Watering Can or Plant Mister,
Planting Vegetables Experiment Worksheet
Lesson Procedure:
 Read and/or review Chapter 1, Seeds.
 Explain that the students are going to be farmers today and will be planting. (The
vegetables that are planted will be harvested and used in Field Guide 5 for the Feast of
the Future.)
 Watch the video, Planting Your Seed Flats.
 Complete the experiment Planting Vegetables. Make sure to discuss their data and
conclusions.
 Note: Once the seeds are planted, a student will need to check daily to see if the plants
need to be watered. Record data once each day.

Vocabulary Samples

germinate

temperature

life cycle

To sprout and grow.

How hot or cold it is.

The stages a plant or
animal goes through in
its life.

Definition

Fact(s)

Germinate
Example

To sprout and
grow.

Non-Example

It takes about a
week for lettuce to
germinate.

Example of a Matching Worksheet
Field Guide Three Vocabulary Matching
Directions: Draw a line to match the word with the picture.

germinate

leaf
temperature
stem
life cycle
root

Example of an Experiment Worksheet

Experiment Time: Planting Vegetables

Question:
Which plant will germinate first?

Guess (Hypothesis):

spinach

basil

I think ___________ will germinate first.
green lettuce

red lettuce

spinach
bok choy

basil
mustard

spinach

basil

Materials:
Spinach, basil, green & red lettuce,

potting soil

Pencil

3 seed flats

watering can

seeds:

water

ruler

bok choy, mustard green

vermiculite

To Do

(Procedure):

1. Fill the seed flats with potting soil.

2. Use the ruler to gently smooth the soil so it is level.

3. Use the ruler and pencil to mark rows. Measure

2 inches.

Push the pencil into the soil until it reaches the eraser.

4. Repeat and do the other side.

5. Take the ruler and draw a line to connect the two holes.

6.

Open the seeds. Put one seed in the row. Measure one inch

and put another seed in the row. Put
(Note to Teacher:

10 seeds per row.

Plant 2 rows of bok choy, mustard, spinach, and basil. Plant one whole flat of green

lettuce and one whole flat of red lettuce.)

7. Gently cover the seeds with soil.

8. Sprinkle vermiculite over the planted rows.

9. Water until damp.

10. Each day, check seeds. Record observations.

11. Each day, feel soil.
Is it damp? Then do not add water.
It is dry? Then add water until damp.
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Example of Communication Board (One is included for each Field Guide/Unit)

